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Hopefully, you understand that the IRS has now issued rules that set forth how you compute 

depreciation on New Property you purchase in a 1031 exchange. In general, these rules state that 

you carry over the basis of the Old Property, leaving intact the acquisition date, cost, and amount of de-

preciation you have already taken. You treat the carryover basis on the Old Property as if you still owned 

it––but only up to a point.

If you bought up in your exchange, you then have what I call a 1031 Buy-up Adjustment for the addition-

al basis you added to your investment as a result of the exchange. This buy-up adjustment is depreciated, 

starting on the date it is purchased or placed in service, using the life and method applicable to that type 

of property.

At this point, you then go back and adjust the depreciation method on the Old Basis to the life and method 

used for the buy-up adjustment if the rate used on the buy-up adjustment would yield a lesser annual de-

preciation. If your rate on the Old Property already yields a lesser rate than that of the New Property, you 

leave it as is.
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Electing out of the depreciation rules.
One of the nice things about the new IRS depreciation rules is that you don’t have to follow them if you 

choose not to. In most cases you will choose to follow them, but if you find yourself in a situation in 

which your annual depreciation will be dramatically better if you don’t follow the new rules, you can use 

the IRS process that allows you to elect out of them.

I can think of two situations in which it would make sense to elect out. The first would be a situation in 

which you have a large basis in your Old Property and you are purchasing a property with a much lon-

ger life (which would result in much smaller annual deductions if you follow the new rules). The second 

situation involves Old Personal Property in which you sold a large number of small pieces of equipment 

and replaced them with one or two large pieces of equipment. In this situation you’ve kept track of each 

separate piece of small equipment and would really like to end up with a depreciation schedule with only 

one or two pieces of equipment on it to track.

What happens if you elect out?

In simple terms, if you elect out of the IRS depreciation rules you treat the Old Property as if you sold it 

on the date of the exchange, and you treat the New Property as if you bought it on the date you purchased 

it. In other words, you treat the transaction as if you did not do an exchange––with two big differences: 

you do not recognize the gain on the sale of the Old Property on your tax return, and your basis in the 

New Property is your rollover basis plus your 1031 adjustment.

Let’s go back to Fred and Sue’s example and see what happens when they elect out of the new deprecia-

tion rules on their exchange.
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Let’s say that Fred and Sue sell an office building and, through a 1031 exchange, acquire an apartment 

building. Their carryover basis in the office building is $1,250,000, and their buy-up adjustment to acquire 

the apartment building is $250,000. The MACRS depreciable life of the office building is 39 years, and 

the MACRS depreciable life of the apartment building is 27.5 years.

Under the new depreciation rules, Fred and Sue’s annual depreciation deduction on the apartment build-

ing would be $41,141 as seen in figure 1.

(1) The 39-year life of the Old Property (the office building) is longer than the 27.5-year life of 

the New Property (the apartment building). Under the new IRS depreciation rules, we must stay 

with the 39-year life method because it yields a smaller annual depreciation deduction.

If Fred and Sue elect out of the depreciation rules under IRS Reg. 1.168-1T, their annual depreciation 

deduction will look like figure 2. Their depreciation deduction will increase by $13,404, an increase of 

almost 33 percent in their annual deduction. When they make the election, they treat the depreciation of 

Fig. 2: Example of annual depreciation deduction for electing out

Fig. 1: Example of annual depreciation deduction following IRS rules
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Old Property as if they had sold it. Of course, because they did an exchange they don’t report the sale as a 

taxable transaction in their tax return; they merely quit depreciating it.

Then they treat the New Property as if they had bought it without an exchange in their tax return. Their 

basis in this New Property is their rollover basis from the Old Property of $1,250,000 plus their buy-up 

adjustment of $250,000 in the New Property, a total basis of $1,500,000. Comparing the two schedules 

(figures 1 and 2) you should notice two things. First, the amount of the annual depreciation went up sig-

nificantly (from $41,141 to $54,545), and second, the depreciation schedule is much cleaner. So, to restate 

the comment I made at the beginning of this section: the two places I expect to see taxpayers electing out 

of the depreciation rules are situations in which the asset life cycle of the New Property is significantly 

shorter, and situations in which they want to streamline their depreciation schedules––even if there is no 

tax advantage in doing so.

If you make this election, make sure you keep very good records of what you did: you’ll need them later 

because the regulations make no mention of what happens to the depreciation you’ve taken on the Old 

Property. Since you did not recognize any of the gain because of the exchange, you won’t trigger any of 

the built-in depreciation recapture on the Old Property. I can’t believe that the IRS won’t eventually figure 

out that the recapture taint (obligation) on the Old Property disappears when you elect out. I expect that 

they will come along later and require you to roll the obligation over to the New Property. In the event 

that happens, you’ll need to go back and pick up this information out of your notes.

Who makes the election?

One of the requirements of a 1031 exchange is that the taxpayer who owns the Old Property is the tax-
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payer who must do the exchange and purchase the New Property. If a partnership owns the Old Property, 

the partnership is the taxpayer who does the exchange and the exchange, is reported in the partnership’s 

tax return––not the returns of the individual partners. Therefore, it stands to reason that the depreciation 

records are maintained at the partnership level and that an election out of the depreciation rules would be 

made by the partnership and not the partners. If the Old Property is owned by a corporation that is part of 

a consolidated group, each corporation must make its own election.

Property covered by the election.

The election is made on a property-by-property basis. This means that if Fred and Sue sold three proper-

ties in the same tax year and did a 1031 exchange for each of them, they would be allowed to follow the 

depreciation rules for some of the properties, but elect out on the others.

Also, the election out is not binding on future transactions involving that property. If Fred and Sue sell 

the property that they elected out of in the above example a couple of years later, they don’t have to elect 

out again: they could decide to follow the IRS ruling at that point. Of course, they can’t go back and pick 

up the depreciation schedule from when they first elected out: when they elected out, they permanently 

started a whole new depreciation schedule on that property.

Making the election.

The election is made in the tax return filed for the year in which the New Property is purchased. If the tax 

return is extended, the election is extended as well. This means that if Fred and Sue sell their Old Property 
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in December 2012, and purchase the New Property in January 2013, they must make the election on their 

2013 return, which will be filed in 2014. Fred and Sue could legally extend their 2013 tax return until 

October 15, 2014. In other words, they could buy their New Property in January of 2013, but could wait 

until October of 2014 to decide how they want to depreciate it.

Another thing to notice about this example is that Fred and Sue must report the exchange of their Old 

Property on their 2012 tax return, but they make the decision on how they want to depreciate the New 

Property when they file their 2013 tax return. The reason for this is even though they sold the Old Prop-

erty in 2012, they won’t start depreciating the New Property until 2013––the year of the purchase.

You elect out of the depreciation rules by writing the following statement at the top of Form 4562 (Depre-

ciation and Amortization) that you file for the year in which you purchased the New Property:

ELECTION MADE UNDER SECTION 1.168(i)-6T(i).

Fred and Sue’s election on Form 4562 will look like figure 3.

(1) Because 2013 is the first year that the property is in service, and because we used the mid-

month conversion, Fred and Sue get a half-month’s depreciation for the month the property was 

placed into service (January) and a full month’s depreciation for each month of the rest of the 

year. In other words, they get 11.5/12ths depreciation (or $52,273) the first year rather than a full 

year’s depreciation of $54,545, as shown on Line 19h in figure 3.
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Revoking the election after it’s made.

The rules provide that you can revoke the election out of the depreciation rules only with the consent of 

the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. I wouldn’t count on them making it easy for you to get out of an 

election, once made. If you do want out, make sure you have a good reason.


